Modern aircraft such as missile and rocket, due to the large slenderness ratio of slender body vehicles, the influence of elastic deformation and vibration on navigation, guidance, and engine modules in simulation can not be ignored. For the problems of slow calculation speed and incapability of real-time simulation for time-domain simulation, by analyzing the time proportion of each calculation step under different computing scale, the dynamic parallel construction of octree is used to represent the aerodynamic parameter table under the environment of single and multi GPU. Meanwhile, an innovative parallel algorithm of element stiffness matrix based on finite element model is designed in GPU architecture. Accordingly, the optimized performance is enhanced through the adaptive hardware resources and rational use of shared memory. Furthermore, A multi-threaded asynchronous framework based on task queue and thread pool is proposed to realize the parallel task calculation with different granularities. The numerical result shows that the acceleration ratio of about 20 times in the single GPU condition can be obtained, and the acceleration ratio of at least 30 times can be obtained by the parallel computing of dual GPUs, enabling the real-time simulation of the flexible aircraft with 1200 elements within 20ms.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing requirement for the performance of aircraft, the self-weight ratio of the aircraft gradually reduced, and the coupling problem of elastic structure with aerodynamics and control system is becoming more and more serious. The vibration characteristics of aircraft during flight have a great impact on its dynamic performance, and then the accurate calculation of vibration characteristics has gradually become one of the core technical contents of the aircraft design. Because of the large slenderness of rockets, the conventional analysis method used in the past is to simplify the rocket into a flexible beam. Even for strap-on rocket, the booster is still regarded as a spatial beam system composed of one-dimensional beam and core stage, and the influence of elastic vibration on control system is analyzed based on a specific small deviation incremental model [1] . Free beam or cantilever beam modeling is often used to analyze The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Gang Mei . the coupling relationship with aerodynamic and propulsion systems in the analysis of new hypersonic vehicles. In the design verification phase, the vehicle is usually discretized into several beam elements or spring-mass (site) models, based on which the aircraft modal information is established and bound to the simulation computer in advance [2] . In engineering applications, it is impossible to accurately express the elastic characteristics of the vehicle itself due to the nonlinearity of materials, the irregular geometry of the aircraft and other errors caused by simplified models. While the number of nodes is too large to meet the real-time requirements of simulation.
In the case that traditional serial computing can not meet the existing computing capacity, high performance computing (HPC) has been developed that brings computing power together to provide higher performance than general workstations. HPC embodies three parallel computing technologies at different granularity levels, namely, cluster, multi-core and heterogeneous platforms, represented by MPI (Message Passing Interface), OpenMP (Open Multi-processing) and GPU. validated by numerical examples. Ediger and Bader [9] proposed that OpenMP should be combined with Hadoop to solve the problem of fast graph analysis,. Gómez et al. [10] pointed out that high performance computing can achieve the highest parallel efficiency only if it combines the parallel MPI technology between nodes with OpenMP-like multicore technology within nodes. Sun et al. [11] designed a real-time planning and task analysis system based on task binding, and divided the tasks into sections with the idea of fork-join. However, OpenMP technology can only provide the maximum acceleration performance of the current computer CPU core number, which is greatly affected by thread creation and task distribution. With the gradual improvement of GPU performance and the abundance of interfaces and libraries, OpenMP has become a subordinate position in high performance computing.
As CPUs no longer keep pace with Moore's law, multicore devices such as GPU will be more widely used. Since NVIDIA officially released the parallel computing technology of CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) in 2007, it has been able to reduce the development threshold by using the standard C language extended API form [12] , [13] . In recent years, it has been widely used in explicit dynamics [14] , fluid mechanics [15] , [16] , structural mechanics [17] , molecular dynamics [18] , and has become an important branch in the field of HPC. Compared with CPUs cluster computing, GPUs has higher bandwidth, lower latency, and lower power consumption per unit floatingpoint operation [19] . Because GPU is a SIMD(Single Instruction Multiple Data) architecture, which is not suitable for complex instructions and branch logic in most computeintensive models, and MIMD(Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) architecture can be realized by combining cluster computing [20] . Agarwal and Becchi [21] proposed a high performance cluster framework of MPI-CUDA, which tested the performance differences between locked page memory and non-locked page memory under the condition of different computing sizes and communication volumes according to the standard test set. Zhu et al. [22] elaborates four methods of combining CUDA with Hadoop, and makes a detailed comparison in performance, complexity, program translation and test difficulty. Reza et al. [23] proposed using CUDA technology to accelerate sparse matrix-vector multiplication under Hadoop architecture. The results show that the performance of single-precision floating point operation is not improved significantly. Khare et al. [24] proposed HCud-aBLAST for protein sequencing in 2017, which actually refines and encapsulates Hadoop and CUDA without high acceleration ratio. Kloh et al. [25] compared the performance of X86 architecture, ARM architecture and Tesla architecture in three standard test sets and two real applications. By comparing and analyzing the medium-sized HPC system and mobile-based Jetson TX2 development board, it shows that a deep understanding of the application background, underlying framework and programming model is essential for performance and energy consumption. It also indicates that MPI + OpenMP technology will be implemented in the next step.
Combined with the characteristics of GPU hardware, the architecture of the asynchronous parallel computing of the slender body elastic aircraft is designed on the multi-GPUs workstation, and the dynamic performance optimization based on GPU algorithm is proposed. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the composition of the elastic vibration module of aircraft is described, and the key points to realize real-time simulation of the improved algorithm are obtained through time consuming analysis. Section III details the design of the most time-consuming parallel algorithm for aerodynamic coefficient interpolation. In order to facilitate the fast indexing of data, an index octree of dynamically allocated thread blocks is proposed to reduce the time-consuming memory operation by reducing the height. Combining with the fact that the pneumatic coefficient table is not large, the table is put into shared memory to improve the reading efficiency, and the optimal parameters of kernel function are obtained by combining with the limitation of hardware resources. At the same time, a parallel element stiffness matrix algorithm based on GPU is established to simulate the flight state of aircraft in fault mode, and the speed and accuracy of the algorithm are verified by comparison. In section IV, an asynchronous heterogeneous computing framework is described. The concept of concurrent tasks in thread pool is proposed, which can further reduce computing time in multi-task mode after task decomposition. Finally, in section V, the performance analysis of aircraft models with different computational scales is carried out.
II. FORMULATION OF VIBRATION RESPONSE SOLUTION FOR SLENDER VEHICLE
In order to illustrate the parallel implementation of the vibration response algorithm for flexible slender vehicle, the calculation process is analyzed in combination with the algorithm, and the calculation amount and proportion of each step are analyzed in order to determine the key points of the parallel algorithm design. The calculation process of the elastic module in the whole flight process is shown in Fig. 1 . The elastic module is mainly divided into two parts: the solution of vibration equation and the calculation of the additional amount of elastic deformation. The solution of vibration equation mainly involves the relevant calculation of vibration mode and aerodynamic force of elastic aircraft, as shown in steps 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 below. In the simulation process, the aerodynamic coefficients of a certain time step are obtained by interpolation of the aerodynamic coefficients table [26] . Aerodynamic coefficients table is a set of data obtained from experiments at a certain numerical interval of angle of attack, velocity and height. Under normal flight conditions, after obtaining the current thrust, attitude and other information from other modules, the aerodynamic coefficients are obtained by interpolation from the bound vibration mode and the vibration mode slope table, once the distribution force are calculated, thus the resultant forces with the concentrated forces are calculated. After the generalized mass calculation in step 5 is completed, the generalized acceleration of the aircraft is obtained by solving the second-order differential equation. The velocity and displacement of each element represent the additional amount of deformation and rate of change, which will be output to other modules, as shown in step 6.
As mentioned, the elastic body is simplified as a homogeneous beam model, the bending stiffness is represented by EJ (x), the mass density is represented by m (x), the reference length is represented by l, and the laterally distributed external force acting on the beam element is represented by q (x, t). The differential equation of bending vibration of the beam is obtained based on the bending theory and the moment balance equation, ignoring the rotational inertia of the beam element and damping:
The general solution of the vibration differential equation is obtained when q(x, t) = 0. The special solution can be calculated by the boundary conditions of the free beam. The forced vibration equation of the beam is expanded into the series form of mode, as shown in (2):
q (x, t) = q (t) P (x) denotes that distributed aerodynamic forces are the product of unit forces, the equation (2) is introduced into (1) after the integral transformation.
The generalized force at the right end of the equation is (4):
The first term in (3) represents the centroid equation of motion, and the second term represents the equation of motion of rotation around the horizontal axis. Once the external aerodynamic force is given, the generalized coordinates of the beam bending vibration can be obtained from the last set of equations. Through derivation, the numerical solution steps of the normal and lateral elastic vibration equations of the slender body are summarized as:
where i represents the modal order and assumes that the truncated modal order is n; j is the station number for a total of N sites. The local attack angle α s consists of the following three parts: the equivalent attack angle α when the vehicle is regarded as a rigid body, the cumulative sum of the modal shape f iy (x j ) and lateral generalized displacement q iy , the cumulative sum of the slope of mode f iy (x j ) and lateral generalized velocityq iy . The normalized force Q iy of the i-th order is composed of the following parts: the normal distribution of the aerodynamic generalized force Q fayi , the thrust component P y , the engine swing inertia force component F eiy , the tank sloshing component F py , and the separation disturbance component. M i denotes the generalized mass of the i-th mode. The distributed aerodynamic calculation and generalized mass calculation of the elastic vibration equation are the most time-consuming: the generalized mass has only 2N multiplications and N addition operations, which the form is relatively simple. Once the number of nodes is large, the amount of calculation caused by the concentration force which only needs to be calculated once can be neglected. The generalized normal force at the i-th order include the 2n multiplication and 2n + 1 addition required for calculating the local attack angle, as well as the interpolation calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients for each node and the additional 4 multiplications. The aerodynamic coefficient interpolation algorithm is bilinear interpolation for three parameters: height, attack angle and Mach, which needs to complete the index of 8 boundary points and at least 7 basic linear interpolations. Since the interpolation involves complex memory calls on the heap and the management of registers in operations, the operation time cannot be calculated by the time-consuming accumulation of 8 * log n 2 indexes, 14 additions and 7 multiplications under the most ideal conditions. The specific timeconsuming situation of interpolation is shown in Table 1 , which shows that interpolation is the most time-consuming in CPU operation. When the number of sites is 200 and the number of modal orders is 40, interpolation accounts for 61% of the total time. With the increase of the number of nodes, the interpolation calculation accounts for a gradual increase in the total time-consuming ratio until 90% or more. In view of the fact that the flexible module needs to provide relevant attitude additional information to the control system in each time step, 20ms is chosen as the divergence boundary of the control system based on previous experience, that is, the criterion of real-time simulation. It is known that the demand of real-time simulation cannot be met when the number of sites exceeds 3200.
III. PARALLEL ALGORITHM DESIGN BASED ON CUDA A. PARALLEL INTERPOLATION ALGORITHMS DESIGN FOR AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT
Although the GPU accelerated Kriging interpolation algorithm [27] , cubic spline interpolation [28] and bilinear interpolation [29] have been studied in the literature, the best linear unbiased estimation capabilities provided by Kriging interpolation brings extra computation. Since the interpolation calculation result of the aerodynamic coefficient only affects the guidance and control system in the current step, the guidance system tracks the standard trajectory during each guidance period, so no cumulative error occurs. In conclusion, Kriging interpolation is not applicable here. Since the effectiveness and accuracy of bilinear interpolation have been verified in previous flight dynamics calculation, considering the calculation efficiency of hardware, the index time in the interpolation process of aerodynamic coefficient should be reduced as much as possible, so this method is selected for aerodynamic coefficient interpolation. As mentioned in the previous section, if the current aerodynamic parameters need to be indexed 8 * log n 2 times by dichotomy, the increase of GPU addressing times reduces its effective bandwidth. Especially when the scale is small, the program may change from computationally intensive to IO-intensive, resulting in significant loss of computational efficiency. Inspired by the collision detection algorithm, each point in the interpolation table can be regarded as a point in the three-dimensional space, and every eight adjacent points in the table enclose a cube in three-dimensional space. The points to be interpolated may be considered on the surface or within the cube. The first step of bilinear interpolation is to determine the cell in which the point is located, and obtain the coordinates of the eight nodes surrounding the cell and their values.
For such problems, the octree is usually used to describe the data structure in three-dimensional space [30] : compared with the binary tree, the number of arbitrary sub-nodes of octree species is 0 or 9. The number of pointers maintained by each node is changed from two to eight. By judging the boundary value and midpoint of three directions in threedimensional space, the calculation amount of each index is increased compared with the binary tree, so that the index depth is reduced and the speed is improved. NVIDIA provides CUDA dynamic parallel API and demonstrates how to construct quadtree recursively. Therefore, this algorithm is used as a template to construct octree of aerodynamic coefficient data table. The flow chart of dynamically creating blocks in GPU is shown in Fig. 2 as follows. The depth of the octree is obtained after the size of the startup data table is obtained. After the initialization of the tables to be built is completed, the parent block is divided into eight blocks, the number of points in each sub-block is counted with thread warp as the basic unit. After the warp completes its internal correlation calculation, it passes the relevant data to the eight sub-blocks, and recursively until the condition is not satisfied.
After completing the construction of octree, the linear form storage suitable for GPU is selected to improve the index efficiency. There are 8 * n + 8 elements in the linear table. Each of the eight elements in the table represents the number of all the sub-nodes under a node. If there is no data in a sub-node, it can set −1. It can be seen that it is necessary to traverse all the other seven sub-nodes at the same level before indexing a node, the theoretical efficiency of GPU could be significantly improved by replacing the 3 * log n 8 additional addressing operations generated by the binary tree with up to 8 * log n 8 boolean judgments and 16 * log n 8 conditional judgments. Compared with the storage on the CPU through a linked list, linear storage needs to convert any octree into a complete octree, and the empty nodes need to be filled. But once the tree graph is unbalanced and deep, it will cause a huge waste of memory. The test results are shown in Table 2 . By comparison with table I, it can be seen that after using octree to form the interpolation table of aerodynamic coefficients, the parallel interpolation based on GPU is greatly improved compared with CPU by using the method of building thread blocks dynamically. Although the performance of traditional singlecore CPU is compared here, according to the most ideal linear acceleration, the eight-core CPU using OpenMP technology can not reach the speed of GPU in 3200 elements. At the same time, OpenMP needs to start threads every time it calculates, which is extremely time-consuming and not very stable. In addition, since GPU is the coprocessor of CPU, CPU can execute other tasks concurrently when GPU performs interpolation and stiffness matrix calculation tasks in subsequent asynchronous architecture.
B. DESIGN OF PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR DISTRIBUTED QUALITY
As mentioned in the preceding section, the calculation of generalized mass includes the problem of multiplying two vector elements with length N and reducing the result. After each thread completes the multiplication of elements, the interleaved pairing reduction algorithm is selected. Compared with the adjacent pair reduction algorithm, the crossover step size calculated by each thread is no longer the data of adjacent threads, but starts at half of the thread number and reduces by half per iteration. Therefore, the interleaved pairing algorithm does not change the number of worker threads per iteration, which reduces the stall of thread bundle as much as possible. The results show that the staggered pairing reduction algorithm has an acceleration ratio of 1.34 to 1.69 times in different computing scales [31] - [33] .
C. PARALLEL ALGORITHM DESIGN FOR STIFFNESS MATRIX CALCULATION
As shown in Fig. 1 , it is effective to use the preset vibration mode parameters in the normal conditions. Once the aircraft fails in the flight process, such as the engine turbopump speed decreases and the flow rate decrease, the mode will deviate from the original data due to the change of mass. Therefore, a slender aircraft model based on finite element method(FEM) is proposed, and the calculation process is shown in Fig. 3 . After introducing the mesh model in the initialization stage, the mass and stiffness matrices of elements need to be calculated for each step. Once the assembly is completed, the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of each node under distributed aerodynamic forces are calculated by explicit dynamics [34] . Referring to the integration algorithm in reference [14] , matrix addition and matrix-vector multiplication are performed in each time step, which does not take much time on GPU [35] , [36] . According to Amdahl's law, the calculation of element matrices is the bottleneck of realtime simulation performance. The parallel algorithm will be described in detail.
For the purpose of simultaneous calculation of multiple elements, it is conceivable to simultaneously calculate elements at the same position in the stiffness matrix of several beam elements. The expression of the element stiffness matrix of plane beam element in the global coordinate system is given as:
The matrix T is the coordinate transformation matrix and K is the stiffness matrix in the local coordinate system. The element stiffness matrix can be divided into several parts.
In (12),
Divide the transformation matrix T :
Substitute (14) into (11):
Due to the similarity of elements K 1 , K 2 and K 3 , suppose the submatrix K 1 has the following form like (16):
The submatrix K 2 and K 3 can be derived:
The three sub-matrices have similar forms, a parallel algorithm for simultaneous calculation of stiffness matrices of r elements is presented.
1) The s-th element is denoted by subscript [s], which can form the following four vectors: [1] A [1] /L [1] , E [2] A [2] /L [2] , . . . , E T K 33 = 4E [1] I [1] /L [1] , 4E [2] I [2] /L [2] , . . . ,
2) Substitute the algebraic submatrix K 1 into (11), we have (19) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Thus forming the following five vectors of length r K 11 = cos 2 α · K 11 + sin 2 α · K 22
3) The element stiffness matrix is obtained in the following form (21)
K s ij denotes the position of element stiffness matrix (i, j) of element s. Therefore, the algorithm can obtain the stiffness matrix of r-th cells by calculating five parameters, thereby greatly reducing the amount of calculation.
Derived from the above theory, we can get two kinds of kernel function with different strategies. The first strategy is that each thread calculates the stiffness matrix of a unit, then all input parameters and nine intermediate variables are put into the register, and shared memory only stores 21 floatingpoint data of each cell matrix. We provide pseudo-code in references [37] . However, since the GPU has a capacity limit on the hardware registers and shared memory, the number of threads in each block cannot allocate a sufficient number of threads, otherwise there will be a risk of failure of kernel function calls.
Another strategy is to calculate the stiffness matrix of a unit by a set of five threads. The four parameters K 11 , K 22 , K 23 and K 33 are obtained by the elastic modulus E, the crosssection A or the inertia I , and the length l. The intermediate parameters are stored in shared memory, then five advanced parameters K 11 , K 21 , K 31 , K 22 and K 32 of each element matrix are formed. Each thread needs two integer spaces in the register to express the group number and offset of the current thread. Since the advanced parameters are multiplexed many times in computation and the global memory transfer delay is up to hundreds of clock cycles, if the strategy of storing the advanced parameters into shared memory is adopted, only 9 floating-point memory space is needed for each thread group. The process of implementing the algorithm in CUDA as shown in Algorithm1: int tid = blockIdx.x * blockDim. To verify the parallel algorithm efficiency of beam element stiffness matrix based on CUDA, the cantilever beam with Young's modulus of 2.07e5, Poisson's ratio of 0.3, length of 6 and cross-section of 0.1x0.1 square section is selected and divided into finite element models with different sizes. A comparison of the solution times of both versions is presented for the test case shown in Table 3 .
Algorithm 1 Kernel Function for Element Stiffness Matrix
As can be seen from the data in Table 3 , if the rounding accuracy of floating-point operations in the numerical calculation is taken into account, the results of the two calculations can be considered to be no difference. When the number of elements is small, GPU can not open enough thread bundles to hide the disadvantages of transmission delay and low main t T K 1 t =   cos 2 α · K 11 + sin 2 α · K 22 symmetry sin α cos α · K 11 − sin αconsα · K 22 sin 2 α · K 11 + cos 2 α · K 22 − sin α · K 23 cos α · K 23   frequency, so the acceleration ratio is not good. However, with the number of units increasing gradually, the computing efficiency of GPU is obviously higher than that of CPU, and with the number of elements increases, the acceleration ratio is also higher.
IV. PARALLEL STRATEGY
Published studies always focused on the design of algorithms [38] , [39] . The blocking mechanism between CPU and GPU may lead to the failure of the device to return control to the host thread before completing the task, resulting in the blocking of the host thread and thus unable to meet the real-time requirements. In this paper, Boost threadpool cross-platform lightweight library is used for underlying programming. Combining with the characteristics of GPU page-locked host memory and asynchronous call, an asynchronous heterogeneous parallel computing architecture based on threadpool is proposed. The performance optimization of parallel programs can be divided into coarse-grained parallel and fine-grained parallel [40] . The former can be considered as the optimization of the main architecture. By opening a thread pool with several threads, a task structure is constructed in the initialization stage, which contains the identification number calculated by CUDA, the device number used, the stream pointer, the host data pointer, and the device data pointer. When the program is initialized, the computing tasks are distributed to different threads according to the unique ID. The control of CPU is always guaranteed by asynchronous mode until the trigger callback function is completed by GPU operation, the next calculation can be carried out logically. In the latter case, data transmission is carried out at the same time through a GPU with more than 2.x computing capacity so that the execution engine and storage engine can work simultaneously [41] .
Considering that the process of solving the elastic vibration equation in flight simulation can be decoupled into three independent computations of transverse, normal and roll directions, and there are no intermediate variables coupled with each other, the main structure of the program is designed as shown in Fig. 4 . The main thread maintains a FIFO (firstin-first-out) queue to complete task assignment and track the progress and status of slave threads in the thread pool, while slave threads in the thread pool are responsible for completing the actual GPU function calls and generating local solution results.
The calculation steps are shown in the sequence number. First, the program starts to generate the main thread and the slave thread pool. Then after the main thread allocates the task, the data operation is completed by the thread from the thread pool, and the local variable is saved and the final result is obtained. In the fifth step, the start-up condition of the reduction step is that the message bus class has acquired all the computed messages and allows the CPU to perform other operations while waiting. 5 illustrates the timing comparison of GPU operations with streams. When GPU runs synchronously, once the amount of data transmitted is large, it may lead to the vacancy of GPU devices. If data segmentation is carried out in the initialization phase, the original data in a certain direction is divided into several small blocks, and data transmission can be hidden in the form of streams to improve the computational efficiency. Since Kepler architecture, Hyper Q technology enables multiple CPU cores or threads to start tasks concurrently on a GPU, which improves the utilization of GPU in the form of multiple work queues and avoids pseudodependency. The pseudocode is as follows:
The first step creates a stream object according to the pointer in the task structure, and obtains various hardware parameters of the computing device. The second to the eighth steps complete the process of memory copy, kernel function calculation, function callback and capture data according to the given stream object. The third template parameter of step 5 is the size of the shared memory with low access delay. The shared memory space is dynamically allocated in the kernel function through the extern __shared__ keyword to save precious first-level cache space on each Streaming multiprocessor(SM) in order to prevent kernel function call failed. In view of the fact that the largest three-dimensional aerodynamic coefficient data used in this paper does not exceed 1200 points, the linearized data can be put into shared memory to accelerate the reading procedure.
In order to ensure high-performance universality in the numerical algorithm with arbitrary complexity, the first two parameters in step 5 should be considered to have an impact on the utilization of the hardware. A SM has hardware limitations in terms of threads, threads and registers. The specific parameters vary with the GPU's computing power. Under the conditions given by the calculation mode and algorithm, the number of registers used in each thread is determined, and the size of the shared memory needed to be allocated depends directly on the size of the aerodynamic coefficient data table. Therefore, the second parameter of kernel function, namely the number of threads in each thread block, is the most influential factor for the theoretical efficiency of SM. According to CUDA occupation [42] , the function of SM utilization associated with shared memory and warps in blocks is established, so the theoretical efficiency index table can be established according to the functional relationship in the program initialization phase. The theoretical efficiency index chart of each SM with 25 registers for a single thread is shown in Fig. 6 .
To illustrate the advantages of asynchronous architecture over synchronous architecture, the GPU-based synchronization framework is selected as the benchmark. The asynchronous architecture represented by streams is added to compare with synchronous architecture. By comparing the time-consuming difference between them, it shows that asynchronous architecture is more advantageous in concurrent execution. At the same time, it compares the efficiency differences between executing multiple concurrent tasks, as shown architecture is less than that of the synchronous architecture. As can be seen from the figure, the time-consuming difference generally decreases first and then increases, the data transfer latency of asynchronous computation can be better hidden, mainly because data transmission takes a larger proportion of the total time when the number of cells is small. As the number of cells increases gradually, the time-consuming proportion of kernel function calculation in total time increases, and the function of data transmission hiding decreases. With the increase of the number of cells, the time-consuming difference between synchronous and asynchronous architectures increases linearly with the increase of data transmission. Meanwhile, by comparing the number of streams, the performance improvement is lower when the number of streams is 32, mainly because the frequent scheduling and polling instructions of hardware devices affect the efficiency of asynchronous operation.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS A. RUNNING TIME
A parallel solver is built on multi-GPU platform to simulate the flight process of slender elastic vehicle, and the parallel performance and extensibility of single GPU and multi-GPU is compared. Since the research of acceleration algorithm and asynchronous architecture is the focus of this paper, the aerodynamic coefficient data of a certain type of rocket is selected. Because the data is sensitive, it is not convenient to give real values, but for the sake of generality, a random variable is added to each dimension of aerodynamic coefficients. The hardware of the platform is Intel E3 1230 V5 with 3.4G Hz and two GeForce GTX1060 3G graphics cards. The programming environment is MSVC14.0 compiler under VS2017 and NVCC compiler under CUDA 9.0. CudaEvent_t is chosen as the timestamp for timing, which accuracy is 0.5 µs. Considering the data coupling relationship between the elastic module and other modules, 20ms is selected as the real-time criterion. 
B. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTATIONAL ACCURACY AND EFFICIENCY
The correctness and rapidity of the program are important indicators to measure the performance of the program. A time-domain simulation example is selected from the moment of take-off to the first stage separation, the angle of flight path variation of the slender body aircraft is shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that the change of flight path angle between rigid and elastic model is generally consistent. Because of the robustness of the control system, the aircraft can still satisfy the stability of flight attitude and ensure the tracking of the standard trajectory under certain deviation conditions. Therefore, the additional quantity caused by elastic deformation to the guidance and control computer has little effect on the trajectory. As shown in Fig. 9 , by comparing the calculation results of CPU and dual-precision GPU operation, it can be considered that the operation accuracy of CPU and GPU is no different. As shown in Fig. 10 , the acceleration effect is not obvious when the number of nodes is small in single GPU case, because the computation needs to transmit the calculated data through low-speed PCI-E bus. If the number of threads started is not enough to hide the time overhead caused by data transmission and the kernel function, that is, the additional communication and function startup time brought by heterogeneous architecture cannot offset the performance improvement brought by GPU operation. Although the conventional Geforce card is chosen in this paper, it has no ECC memory and has fewer dual-precision computing units in each stream multiprocessor, the dual-precision computing using CUDA technology can still ensure a better acceleration ratio when the number of cells is larger, and the real-time simulation calculation can be guaranteed when the number of nodes is about 25,000 after optimization. As the number of nodes increases, the acceleration ratio reaches about 13 and the slope decreases steadily. While the number of aerodynamic coefficient data is small enough to be put into shared memory, the acceleration effect is not obvious when the sites are reduced. As the number of nodes increases, the calculation is changed from I/O-intensive to computational-intensive, and the acceleration effect is gradually obvious. Unlike the conventional acceleration ratio of reading data from global memory, there is a downward trend in the number of nodes around 3000. The reason may be that multiple threads in the thread block access a shared memory address at the same time, resulting in memory access conflicts and thus affecting the operation efficiency. Compared with synchronous design and multi-GPU, asynchronous design has little difference or even less efficiency when the data size is fewer, as shown in Fig. 11 . The reason is that data partitioning and additional graphics resources are required in a multi-GPU environment. asynchronous operation needs more thread synchronization operation, which causes the acceleration ratio to be less desirable. As the number of nodes increases, the acceleration ratio of multi-GPU is faster and the acceleration effect is more obvious, even up to 50,000 sites, the acceleration ratio does not appear to be gentle. The reason is that the data splitting time accounts for a smaller percentage of the total duration. The proportion of transmission of the parallel part is gradually reduced compared with that of the computing operation, which leads to sufficient delay hiding, making the stream multi-processor more efficient and also proves that the scheme is suitable for solving large-scale numerical operations from the side.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we demonstrate that rapid algorithm for solving the elastic module of slender vehicle. In the multi-GPUs environment, the FEM model of about 1200 elements with 40 order can be guaranteed to achieve real-time simulation. An index table of aerodynamic coefficients based on octree is proposed for GPU architecture. The dynamic parallel allocation of thread blocks is implemented and the index step of bilinear interpolation is optimized. A parallel algorithm for solving element stiffness matrix is designed, and the asynchronous heterogeneous architecture based on multi-GPUs and thread pool further improves the efficiency of the calculator. The results demonstrate the rapidity and scalability of the parallel architecture. As GPU based systems continue to scale, it will be interesting to completing real-time simulation of most complex models in the computing cluster environment.
